
STRATEGY, CONTENT,
& AD BUYING

DISCOVER THE POWER OF SOCIAL MEDIA FOR YOUR COMPANY



Key takeaways: Strategy Development Advanced 
Will determine the role social media should
be playing in your marketing strategy and
identify the actions and tactics required to

make it happen.

Social Media Ad Buying 
Will cover the marketing theory behind paid

advertisements vs organic plus ad types,
setup and management.

Content Creation
Content creation is at the heart of a

business’ social media strategy. Social
content including graphics, video and
written articles are the cornerstone 

of your online presence. 



Leverage Paid
Social Media



You can place text only (no images) ads
above or near search results that are
relevant to your business and brand

Ad Type

Google Ads



Audience Targeting

Because the audience is people
who are actively searching on a
particular topic or keyword, we
refer to this as search intent.

01
Fee Structure

Set a bid amount and a daily
budget. The bid amount is the
maximum amount you are willing
to spend per click. Your ad then
competes against other
advertisers interested in reaching
the same audience.

02
Length of Display

Your ads will automatically stop
once your daily budget has been
reached.

03

Google Ads



You can create a new ad or use a status
update you’ve already shared. These ads
can be links, images or even videos. You
can use a single image or a carousel of
images. You can upload multiple images
and allow Facebook to test which one
resonates best with your audience. No
more than 20% of your image can contain
text.

Ad Type

Facebook & Instagram Ads



Audience Targeting

The more people engage with your
ad and post, the more likely it is to
be seen by people outside your
target audience. You can also set
up a remarketing pixel – a snippet
of a code installed on your website
– so Facebook can track users who
have been to your site and allow
you to “ remarket” to them with an
ad specifically targeting them.

01
Fee Structure

You can set a daily budget. The
more popular your ad becomes the
less you are charged per click from
your pre-set budget.

02
Length of Display

Your ads will display until your
budget is depleted, or a pre-set
date.

03

Facebook & Instagram Ads



Create an ad from scratch with the
dashboard or you can promote an existing
tweet. One significant difference is that you
can promote a tweet into someone’s feed
depending on who they are, who they’re
following, or what they’re searching on. Not
a bad idea for new or relatively new
accounts.

Ad Type

Twitter Ads



Audience Targeting

Not as deeply rooted in personal
data, instead it focuses on your
followers. Followers of your
account, followers of other
accounts, and look-alike audiences
based on those other accounts.

01
Crafting the Campaign

Hashtags and keywords
Promote your profile

02
Fee Structure

Flate rate: $99/month

03

Twitter Ads



You can create a new ad or use a status
update you’ve already shared. These ads
can be links, images or even videos. Videos
are a far more relatable way to connect
with LinkedIn users.

Ad Type

LinkedIn Ads



Audience Targeting

LinkedIn prompts you to keep your
profile completed and up to date
This ensures that your intended
audience will receive your ad.

01
Crafting the Campaign

Ads can be images or links. They
can be limited to target specific
locations or demographics.

02
Fee Structure

Minimum daily budget is $10,
making it the most expensive of all
the platforms. However, if you're
able to place lucrative offers in
front of a highly segmented and
interested audience, you have a
high likelihood of success.

03

LinkedIn Ads



Content Creation



Social Media Imagery
Best Practices - Photos

Facebook, LinkedIn, and
Twitter should be taken in
landscape orientation

High Quality images are
necessary  

Avoid unintentional blurriness,
graininess, obvious stock
images and clip art



1.8million words in
60 seconds

Pros: You can engage with the audience and the audience
can inspire content
Cons: There’s more potential for real-time issues and live
video can be intimidating

Pros: Content can be edited and rearranged. You can
record as many times as needed before posting the
content. 
Cons: There’s no real-time feedback and it’s less engaging

VIDEO TACTICS
Live Video

Recorded Video: 

A picture is worth a thousand words; a video
is equivalent to 30-60 pictures every second!

Social Media Imagery
Best Practices - Videos



W

Turn your social media activity into valuable website
content or content for other channels.

Repurpose and Reuse Social Content



Measuring Success

Qualitative Metrics

Customer Feedback and Audience Feedback

02

Understanding Analytics

Demographic information on your audience’s
engagement with your brand.

01 Quantitative Metrics

Facebook and Instagram
18 separate reporting details that include: ads,
followers, likes, reach, page views, actions on
page and more. Look at reports from immediate
engagement and/or historically.

LinkedIn
30- day analytics in your homepage dashboard,
including page visitors, change in followers, post
impressions and any clicks on your custom call-
to-action button. 

Twitter
Quick 28-day summary detailing how many
tweets, impressions, profile visits, mentions and
followers you accrued and compares that with
your previous period.

03



W

The one constant here is change. Networks change. People
change. Your business and marketing will change.  

Let go of the fleeting concepts and embrace the change and be
excited about it!

Course Correct



Phone Number

803-261-4180

Email Address

cyoung@thinkfsc.com

Website

www.thinkfsc.com

We'd love to talk about
all things social media. Contact

Us

#ThinkFSC


